Povl Eskildsen
A product of the classic Danish furniture tradition,
Povl’s interest in design in general and furniture design in particular,
started at a young age on the shop floor of his parent’s furniture
factory in Salling, Denmark. Povl studied architecture at the renowned
Aarhus School of Architecture. He initially worked with a number of
Danish indoor furniture companies before turning his sights on outdoor
furniture. Working with among others. Trip-Trap and Gloster, Povl
brought a new sense of design into the outdoor furniture Industry, in
particular in teak furniture, where his designs brought the elegance &
comfort that had been the norm in Danish indoor furniture for decades
to a category where heft and weight rather than design and comfort
had been key selling parameters.
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Dick Björk
Dick´s interest in furniture design was ignited at an
early age where he spent a considerable amount of time in his
parent’s iconic furniture shop in Helsingborg, Sweden.
Starting in his teenage years, Dick funded his passion for
music by working after school and weekends assembling
furniture, a task that laid the foundation for his passion
for perfecting even the smallest of details. Dick went
on to study metal work and trained as a cabinetmaker. Having worked as a craftsman at some of
Sweden’s leading furniture producers, Dick
turned to furniture design. His early work
include pioneering mixed material
outdoor furniture for legendary
Berga Form of Sweden.
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MATERIALS

Teak
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Stainless Steel

Ceramic
Its ability to withstand the elements
and its unique hardwearing and
scratch-resistant nature makes
ceramic an excellent choice for an
attractive, yet low-maintenance top.

Anthracite
(Bellevue)

Wicker
On our Bellevue braided rope stacking chair, the wicker is man-made,
colourfast, UV resistant and recyclable. The wicker used is a braided
polypropylene (PP) rope. The wicking properties of polypropylene
ensures that the rope, despite its fabric feel, will dry quickly after a
downpour.

Braided Rope

The application onto the frames is done by skilled craftsmen. A craft that
has been passed on through several generations of skilled weavers.

Anthracite
(Bellevue)

Fabric
We source our modular cushion and sling-able fabrics from leading outdoor fabric
manufactures including Sunproof®, Sunbrella® and Phifertex®.
SLING FABRICS

Anthracite - Sunbrella®
(Rockridge, Westmount, Bellevue)

CUSHION FABRICS

Charcoal - Sunproof® Polyprophylene
(Westmount Stacking Chair)

Anthracite - Sunbrella®
(Rockridge, Westmount, Bellevue)

Charcoal - Phifertex®
(Westmount)

